Making North America’s Waste Collection Fleets Safer
Every year, an estimated 20 percent of all fleet vehicles
are involved in accidents. The reality is that most
accidents are avoidable, and effective waste fleet safety
management can reduce the risks significantly. A safe
fleet can often reduce frequency of accidents by half. To
do so, refuse trucks need to be smarter by integrating
advanced technologies to collect and communicate
important data regarding routes, drivers, customers and
vehicle systems.
FleetMind is making some of North America’s largest
municipal and private waste collection fleets safer with its
FleetLink fleet management system. The FleetLink Mobile
On-Board Computer and software system for refuse
vehicles enables an extensive list of features designed to
optimize safety as follows:

FLEETLINK MOBILE ONBOARD COMPUTER
Refuse truck drivers have to be multi-taskers. They have to drive the trucks, empty carts and containers, follow routing
instructions, interact with dispatch, respond to customer service issues and more – mostly in real-time. On a typical day, a
waste collection driver has the potential to be distracted in hundreds of ways. Eliminating, or seriously reducing the risk of
distraction, is of utmost importance for waste collection fleets. Virtually all of this can be easily eliminated or radically reduced
by deploying the FleetLink Mobile Onboard Computer.
The most important step in reducing accidents is automating as much of the driver’s job as possible. The FleetLink Mobile
Onboard Computer reduces driver distractions by streamlining the navigation and service process. It further tracks driver
behavior and relays the information to management so that they can address unsafe driving practices.
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The FleetLink Mobile Onboard Computer advanced
touchscreen smart display makes bilateral communications
between drivers and dispatch easy and intuitive. It provides a
single point of interface for the driver, truck, back office and all
communications, and allows for real-time video and audio
functionality, and flexible interfaces ensure easy interaction
with the control system.
FleetLink Driver Direction tools automatically provide directions
to a driver’s next designated stop and can also re-calculate
routes when a driver deviates from the planned route or makes
an out-of-sequence manual stop. Drivers are easily directed to
their next location with little to no distractions. In addition to
the driver direction tools, more and more waste carts and
containers now come with RFID tags installed that
automatically track individual stops. For a typical commercial
route of about 120 stops, usually 95 percent can be
automated. This means that dispatch will know automatically
and in real-time when a lift is done, how much it weighs and
so forth. With these tools, no manual input is required from the
driver and they will be able to focus on driving safely.

FLEETLINK SAFETY DASHBOARD
FleetLink Safety Dashboard is a web portal that provides live video feed, archived video and picture views into a fleet, driver and
collection services activity. Waste organizations benefit from an intuitive back-office view into what’s going on for each route,
truck and driver, taking advantage of digital video recording (DVR) functionalities. With FleetLink Safety Dashboard, fleet
managers can track incidents, alarms, driver scoring, video streaming and playback. This enables them to spot costly and
unsafe driver maneuvers, know how their vehicles are being handled, plot location of alarm occurrences, access recorded
incidents, determine which drivers generated alarms and where, and replay selected vehicles, surroundings and driver’s
activities.
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FLEETLINK DRIVER SCORECARDS
Of all the standard fleet safety components, driver monitoring and the ability to easily score driver behavior are of utmost
importance. Scorecards can be a very compelling mode of behavior modification. FleetLink Driver Scorecards’ automatic and
real-time access to driver scoring results provides the information required to give constructive feedback to drivers, reward safe
driving behavior and provide the requisite coaching for any unsafe activity. The same system will also actively improve safety
through a system of alarms and reports to help eliminate unsafe driver behavior. In-cab alarms will sound to alert drivers of
issues such extended idling, high speeds or hard breaking. This will help improve fleet safety in real-time and alert drivers to
their mistakes for immediate correction.

FLEETLINK MOBILE DVR (DIGITAL VIDEO
RECORDING)
FleetLink Mobile DVR is designed for tough environments and
comes with software specifically designed for residential or
commercial waste management activities. It is used in
conjunction with the back office and dispatch systems to
record live digital video and all essential waste fleet
management activities to provide real-time imagery and
recordings toward optimizing safety.
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OPTIMIZING SAFETY – A CASE STUDY
Based in Dover, Ohio, Kimble Recycling & Disposal is one
of the largest independently-owned refuse carriers in
Ohio. Safety is a top priority for them.
Kimble deployed the FleetMind FleetLink system so that
managers would have a clear view into all driving activity
to mitigate potentially unsafe driving habits and to respond
more effectively to complaints from the general public. All
departments now have access to centralized fleet safety
data for a completely transparent representation of the
fleet’s safety performance. Using FleetLink Tracking
features, Kimble managers can further reconstruct the
route taken by a driver on any given day, verify any
deviations or unscheduled side trips, and view alarm
criteria such as exceeding a specified speed limit.
As a result, Kimble can now determine how their vehicles
are being handled, monitor driver speed in relation to
speed limits and plot locations of alarm occurrences.
Built-in cameras also provided added safety features for
drivers by giving them greater visibility when backing up.

ABOUT FLEETMIND
FleetMind’s technology is derived from over 15 years and millions of dollars invested in developing the industry’s best and most
advanced fleet solutions specifically designed for waste and recycling environments. FleetMind solutions have been successfully
installed in many thousands of vehicles across North America. Our products have allowed the industry’s top waste and recycling
fleets to link their drivers and vehicles to business operations in real-time to ensure improved productivity, safety, sustainability,
profitability and customer service
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